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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things has become a predominant phenomenon in ev-
ery sphere of smart life. Connected Cars and Vehicular Internet of
Things, which involves communication and data exchange between
vehicles, traffic infrastructure or other entities are pivotal to realize
the vision of smart city and intelligent transportation. Vehicular
Cloud offers a promising architecture wherein storage and process-
ing capabilities of smart objects are utilized to provide on-the-fly
fog platform. Researchers have demonstrated vulnerabilities in this
emerging vehicular IoT ecosystem, where data has been stolen from
critical sensors and smart vehicles controlled remotely. Security
and privacy is important in Internet of Vehicles (IoV) where ac-
cess to electronic control units, applications and data in connected
cars should only be authorized to legitimate users, sensors or ve-
hicles. In this paper, we propose an authorization framework to
secure this dynamic system where interactions among entities is
not pre-defined. We provide an extended access control oriented
(E-ACO) architecture relevant to IoV and discuss the need of ve-
hicular clouds in this time and location sensitive environment. We
outline approaches to different access control models which can be
enforced at various layers of E-ACO architecture and in the autho-
rization framework. Finally, we discuss use cases to illustrate access
control requirements in our vision of cloud assisted connected cars
and vehicular IoT, and discuss possible research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is the new era of technology which en-
visions to make human lives smarter. The concept has attracted
wide applications and services in variety of domains including
health-care, homes, industry, transportation, power grids etc. The
magnitude of this technology is illustrated by the number of de-
vices which are estimated to be more than 20 billion by year 2020
[32]. The prime asset delivered by such massive interconnection
and networking of smart devices is Big Data, which is analyzed to
gather insights and deliver valuable information.

IoT requires the use of multiple technologies including identi-
fication (naming and addressing), sensing (sensor devices, RFID
tags etc.), communication technologies (Bluetooth, WiFi etc.), com-
putation technologies involving hardware or software platforms
like Cloud, multiple IoT services [35] and the applications which
provide functionalities to the end user [9, 13, 36]. Several IoT archi-
tectures have been demonstrated to incorporate physical objects,
object abstraction (virtual objects), middleware or service, applica-
tion and business layers with variations in architecture stack and
nomenclature [9, 13]. Cloud computing is also an important domain
in today’s world which offers boundless applications and resources
(storage and compute) to multiple users. Therefore, the merger of
IoT and cloud is arguably indispensable to harness the full potential
of IoT smart objects which have limited storage, processing and
communication capabilities. The literature has recognized this desir-
able integration using terms such as cloud-assisted, cloud-enabled,
and cloud-centric IoT [8, 16, 18, 20, 21, 25, 50].

Smart cities and intelligent transportation has been a vision of
future society. IoT plays an important role to make transportation
smarter by introducing connected cars and vehicular communica-
tion. Vehicular IoT involves interaction and V2X data/messages ex-
change between several entities including vehicle to vehicle (V2V),
vehicle to road infrastructure (V2I), vehicle to human (V2H), intra-
vehicle, and vehicle to cloud (V2C). Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
(VANETs) provide necessary connectivity which is extended with
use of smarter devices and cloud or fog infrastructures. Several
sensors in and around connected car ‘talk’ to each other for smarter
decisions and convenient transportation experience to user. Our
vision of vehicular IoT harness computation and storage capabilities
of cloud and the concept of virtual objects (e.g. AWS shadows [14]).

Security and privacy have been a serious concern and challenge
for the adoption of IoT. The gravity of these issues is magnified
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when we think about implications in vehicular IoT and the emerg-
ing concept of autonomous cars. This ecosystem has connected cars
as its most important, and also most vulnerable, entity. With over
100 millions lines of code, more than 100 electronic control units
(ECUs) and broad attack surface opened by features such as on-
board diagnostics, driver assistance systems and airbags, it becomes
a challenge to protect this smart entity. Further, the communication
among smart objects (vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to infrastructure
etc.), mobility, and dynamic network topology makes it even harder
to secure the system. Some of the potential risks in vehicular IoT
involves untrustworthy or fake messages from smart objects, data
privacy, critical ECU hacking and control, spoofing connected vehi-
cle sensor, and injecting malicious software. The US Department
of Transportation (USDOT) and National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) have focused on vehicular security and
have released important cyber-security guidelines in this regard
[52, 53]. USDOT’s strategic plan also outlines the direction and
goals of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Program [15].

Access control is an important mechanism to prevent unautho-
rized access to resources in any system. This paper focuses on access
control and authorization requirements in Vehicular Internet of
Things and Connected Cars, which we also refer to collectively as
the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). We envisage cloud and virtual objects
as an important component of cloud-assisted vehicular IoT. We pro-
pose an extended access control oriented architecture (E-ACO) for
IoV, which is an extension to the recently proposed ACO architec-
ture for IoT [10]. The prime difference between these architectures
is the introduction of clustered objects, which are objects with mul-
tiple sensors, and possible interaction between sensors in same
clustered object or between different object’s sensors. Clustered
objects are particularly relevant in case of connected cars, traffic
lights or other smart devices which have multiple sensors and ECUs
mounted on them. Our authorization framework illustrates differ-
ent interaction and data exchange scenarios in vehicular IoT and
proposes access control models at various E-ACO layers including
physical, virtual objects, cloud layer and applications. We further
discuss different cloud or fog based architectures in IoV, and the
concept of vehicular cloud and its relevance. Comprehensive use
cases and research directions are also elaborated to illustrate the
need for an authorization framework in vehicular IoT ecosystem.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses impor-
tant technologies and concepts relevant to vehicular IoT including
connected cars, vehicular clouds, virtual objects, IoV security and
privacy concerns, and ACO architecture. Section 3 elaborates IoV
characteristics, various cloud or fog architectures, and our proposed
extended access control oriented (E-ACO) architecture. Authoriza-
tion framework with different IoV entities interactions and some
access control approaches, is discussed in Section 4. Real world
use cases reflecting access control requirements in single and mul-
tiple cloud systems are discussed in Section 5, followed by some
proposed research agenda in Section 6 and conclusion in Section 7.

2 RELEVANT BACKGROUND
Vehicular IoT is a novel domain where networking and commu-
nication among cars, traffic infrastructure, pedestrians, homes or
ultimately anything is proposed. This emerging concept involves

several new and established technologies which needs to be dis-
cussed to understand IoV systems and our authorization framework.
This section reviews IoV building blocks which we believe are fun-
damentally required and are the basis of our work.

2.1 Connected Cars
The prime goal of IoV is inter-connectivity among smart entities in
which vehicles are most important. As stated [4] by Wikipedia , "A
Connected car (or Connected Vehicle (CV)) is a car equipped with
internet access and usually also with the wireless area network. This
allows the car to share internet access with other devices both inside
as well as outside the vehicle". Gartner predicts a quarter billion con-
nected cars by year 2020 [31] which will form a significant portion
of the overall connected devices. The communication among vehi-
cles and infrastructure, driving assistance and autonomous driving,
automatic braking and emergency calling, weather and accident
warnings, parking areas, E-toll, and predictive maintenance, are
among the most desired and available features in today’s connected
cars. These cars have more than 100 ECUs and 100 millions lines of
code in support of such functionality. CVs have controller area net-
work (CAN) bus, FlexRay, Ethernet and other protocols which are
used for ECU communication within the car. Messages are broad-
casted to all ECUs attached to bus. Multiple buses are connected via
a gateway, usually a TCU (Telematics Control Unit), which also pro-
vides interface to external environment. These vehicles generate,
exchange and process huge amounts of data and are often referred
to as ‘smartphones on wheels’ [63]. Some of the most hackable
and exposed attack surfaces in a connected car include airbag ECU,
Bluetooth, TPMS, and remote key [22]. As vehicles with a broad
attack surface get connected to the internet, they get exposed to
remote malicious activities. Cyber attacks can be orchestrated from
in-vehicle network, from a user inside the car using a smartphone,
from external entities in proximity, or even through cloud.

2.2 Vehicular Clouds
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) have been proposed in the
literature to support vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastruc-
ture communication to enable advanced services to the drivers.
The network nodes in VANETs (cars, infrastructure etc.) have stor-
age, computation and communication modules to provide such
services. However, most of these on-board resources are usually
under-utilized with the set of applications offered, and can be uti-
lized for additional services to stakeholders [27, 56]. The concept
of vehicular cloud (VC) has been proposed which blends the two
separate ideas of VANETs and Cloud computing. Cloud comput-
ing provides the idea of boundless storage, compute or network
resources in the form of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, which are extended to
the inter-networked cars and infrastructure provided by VANETs.
Vehicular Cloud [27, 33, 34, 56] utilizes coordinated on-board re-
sources of cars and infrastructure to offer the capabilities of ‘cloud
on the fly’ to users that need them.

The vision of IoV requires cooperation among entities for smooth
and efficient traffic flow with information and entertainment (in-
fotainment) to driver. All such applications have local relevance
which need time and location sensitive computation of information
avoiding the latency and bandwidth problemswhen the information
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is loaded and processed in central cloud. Therefore, the surround-
ing vehicles can form autonomous clouds to solve driver’s locally
relevant queries about traffic ahead or parking nearby. Several archi-
tectures have been proposed for the formation of vehicular clouds
like stationary VC, VC linked with a fixed infrastructure or dynamic
VC, where each has different formation scenarios [45, 71].

The key features to distinguish conventional cloud and VC are
mobility, agility and autonomy of vehicles, which are computation
and storage nodes in vehicular cloud. In VCs, one vehicle is selected
as the broker by surrounding vehicles which mediates resource
sharing among vehicles in and around specific geographic boundary
(for example in 2 miles radius). The broker asks permission for
cloud formation from relevant authorities and also sends request
to neighbouring vehicles to share resources. Once approved by
authorities (DMV or transportation agency), these vehicles pool
their resources to form a virtual environment which is shared by all
VC users. Further, large scale federation of VCs can be established in
case of emergency situations like earthquake, providing temporary
infrastructure when conventional cloud is unreachable.

We believe vehicular IoT will involve single or multiple cloud/fog
instances supporting different service models – SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.
These instances can cover wide geographic area using central cloud,
fog instances within 1-2 miles radius or even fog instances at each
connected car level based on different use cases. These architectures
can be public, private (for example by a car manufacturer) or hybrid
and involve single internet clouds, vehicular clouds, fog instances
or any combination of them as discussed further in Section 3.

2.3 Virtual Objects
The cyber-physical ecosystem of vehicular IoT has heterogenous
objects with different operating conditions, communication tech-
nology, and functionalities. Further, the issues related to object
connectivity, scalability, object and service discovery, security and
privacy, quality management, and identification are challenges in
any IoT system [55]. To counter these issues the concept of virtual
objects is introduced in several IoT architectures [60, 70]. Amazon
AWS IoT [17] also incorporates virtual objects as device shadows
where in case a physical device is not connected, its cyber coun-
terpart (i.e. shadow) will have the last received state or desired
future state information. Therefore, whenever the physical device
gets connected to its virtual entity, it gets updated to the state of
its cyber object and also mitigates the problem of sporadic object
connectivity. Microsoft Azure [7] has device twins which are JSON
documents maintained in Azure IoT hub for each device connected
and stores device state information. Different association scenarios
exist between physical and virtual objects: single virtual object
for one physical object irrespective of the number of services and
functionalities provided by physical object; whereas for object with
multiple services, it is possible to have many virtual objects for
each service of same physical object. Similarly, other configura-
tions such as many physical to one virtual or many physical to
many virtual mappings are also possible depending on different
use-case requirements. The creation and location of virtual objects
is primarily proposed in the cloud and their communication uses
RESTful technologies [55]. Since high latency and low bandwidth
issues will exist in virtual objects creation, for real time applications

like vehicular IoT, we envision to keep the virtual objects near to
the physical objects, i.e at the fog level or in vehicular cloud (VC).

2.4 Security and Privacy Concerns
Most security vulnerabilities like trojan horse, buffer overflow ex-
ploits, malware, ransomware, and privilege escalation can be ex-
ploited on connected vehicles and other IoV entities. Connected
vehicle with more than 100 ECUs, with broad attack surface in-
teracting both in-vehicle systems and a wide range of external
networks including WiFi, cellular networks, and internet to data
exchange between service garages, toll roads, gas stations, and sev-
eral automotive and aftermarket applications [22], present a big
challenge for security. Recently Tesla Model X was hacked [66]
with many other incidents of attacks noticed in past. Security is
vital in IoV and CVs where attacks (like disabling brakes) can even
lead to loss of life. Several studies and reports [2, 5, 58, 59, 69] have
been published to illustrate potential risks and attacks which can
be orchestrated on smart entities in IoV. Some examples of cyber
attacks in connected cars and IoV as discussed in [24, 26, 30, 44, 62]
include: user impersonation to exchange fake basic safety messages
(BSM) or false information about an accident, stealing personal
data or credit card information, controlling critical sensors of con-
nected vehicle, gaining knowledge of vehicle and driver movement,
spoofing CV’s sensors, coordinated attacks on infrastructure, unau-
thorized over-the air firmware updates, and infecting a CV with
ransomware. CAN bus used for internal ECU communication must
also be secured to prevent unauthorized gain of data and manipu-
lation of software on ECU and sensor systems. An unauthorized
party that gains access to the bus can block legitimate messages and
transmit illegitimate ones. On board equipments (OBEs) integrate
with the CAN bus to provide information such as vehicle speed and
brake system status to participating entities. This bring us back full
circle to needing to protect the internal components of a vehicle in
order to maintain confidence that V2V, V2I and V2X messages are
legitimate. Securing IoV and connected vehicles will require pro-
tecting control systems (on-board diagnostic (OBD) port, CAN bus
etc.), protecting infotainment systems, securing smartphone appli-
cations, securing infrastructure, securing over-the air updates, and
securing hardware from manual tampering. Security mechanisms
become hard to implement considering intrinsic IoV characteristics
like dynamic topology, mobile limitation, and large scale network.

US Department of Transportation initiated the ITS (Intelligent
Transportation Systems) program to enable communication among
vehicles and other smart infrastructures while ensuring security
and privacy of the stake-holders. The BSMs exchanged among enti-
ties must not include personally identifiable information and must
be broadcasted in limited geographic area [67]. Dedicated short
range communications (DSRC) is used to exchange information
across entities which is used by several safety and other applications
to generate alerts for drivers. Therefore, the confidentiality and
integrity of such messages is imperative so that drivers can trust
their source and information in them. Security Credential Manage-
ment System (SCMS) [68] has been proposed to ensure trust and
message security using public key infrastructure (PKI) approach
where certificate generated by certificate authority (CA) is attached
with the BSM to ensure trust between talking entities. European
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Figure 1: ACO Architecture [10]

Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) has
also released a study in year 2017 [28] which enlists critical assets
in smart cars, threats, potential risks, and proposed good practices
mainly segmented into three categories, policy and standards, or-
ganizational measures, and security functions, to ensure security
of smart cars against cyber threats. European Commission has set
up Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) Deployment
Platform to foster cooperative, connected and automated vehicles,
and has released security frameworks [65] and certificate policy
[64] documents. National Institute for Standards and Technology
(NIST) also proposed a framework [54] for cyber-physical systems
(CPS) which address conceptualization, realization and assurance
of CPS including security and interoperability.

2.5 ACO Architecture
In general, all proposed IoT architectures [9, 13, 20, 36, 55] have
three layers: object, middleware (with multiple sub-layers) and
application layer. Recently, Alsehri and Sandhu proposed an IoT
architecture, referred as access control oriented architecture (ACO)
[10], taking into consideration the access control requirements in
IoT and incorporation of models at various layers. As shown in
Figure 1, ACO architecture has four layers – object, virtual ob-
ject, cloud services and application – with user and administrators
interacting at object and application layers. Since, our proposed ex-
tended ACO architecture for vehicular IoT (discussed in Section 3)
adds to/refines generic IoT based ACO architecture, we will outline
ACO architecture layers below.
• Object Layer: The bottom layer of ACO architecture comprises
physical smart devices like sensors, RFIDs, beacons, and ECUs,
which are responsible for data sensing and accumulation, and
for sending data to upper layers. These devices can communicate
with other devices using different communication technologies
including Bluetooth,WiFi, Zigbee, LAN and LTE. Physical devices
communicate with their cyber counterparts (virtual objects) using
protocols like HTTP, MQTT, DDS or CoAP [9]. Users can also
directly access physical objects at this layer.

Figure 2: IoV Distinguishing Characteristics

• Virtual Object Layer: As discussed, virtual objects represent
the digital counterpart of physical objects which maintain the
status of physical objects even when they are not connected.
ACO architecture recommends virtual object layer as a part of
middleware to support communication between heterogenous
objects and overcome IoT challenges of scalability or locality.

• Cloud Services Layer:With the number of IoT devices prolifer-
ating, the storage and computation of data will be done in cloud,
where different applications can harness it to make valued de-
cisions. Single or multiple cloud scenarios can exist to support
federation or trusted collaboration between them. Some impor-
tant IoT cloud platforms include Amazon AWS [14], Microsoft
Azure IoT Hub [7], and Google Cloud IoT Core [6].

• Application Layer: The applications offered by IoT systems to
end users are situated in this layer, which leverage the services
and functionalities of the lower cloud services layer. Users and
administrators can remotely send commands and instructions to
smart devices at bottom layer using these applications, but such
interaction has to pass via other two ACO middleware layers
(cloud services and virtual object). Administrators can also define
access control policies for various IoT resources using this layer.

3 CLOUD ASSISTED VEHICULAR INTERNET
OF THINGS

The vision of smart city and intelligent transportation encompasses
connected cars and vehicular IoT as an important component. The
eventual goal of IoV is the integration of vehicles, infrastructure,
smart things, homes or ultimately any thing to promote efficient
transportation, accidental safety, fuel efficiency etc. and for pleasant
travel experience to the driver. The technology involves communi-
cation between vehicles (V2V), vehicle to human (V2H), vehicle to
cloud (V2C), vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) etc. to exchange vehicle
telematics [12, 29] and gather information about surroundings to
offer services to the users. Safety applications in IoV require ba-
sic safety messages (BSM) to be exchanged among smart entities,
which contain information about vehicle position, heading, speed,
etc, related to vehicle state and predicted path [1]. Such interaction
can happen using dedicated short-range communications (DSRC)
technology (similar to WiFi, secure and reliable) which allows rapid
communications (up to 10 times per second) between elements of
IoV network required for end user applications.
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Figure 3: Smart Object Types in IoV

Figure 4: Different Cloud and Fog Architectures in IoV

3.1 Characteristics and Cloud Architectures
Vehicular IoT inherits intrinsic IoT characteristics of data shar-
ing, communication and accumulation in cloud. However, dynamic
topology structures, dynamic communication, mobility, network
scale, and non-uniform nodes distribution (shown in Figure 2) are
some features that distinguish it from other IoT domains, resulting
in new security and privacy challenges. Further, several applications
in IoV domain are very time and location sensitive; for example,
BSM information about traffic congestion from a neighbouring ve-
hicle or a traffic light, or about ice on bridge or an accident report to
a nearby hospital etc. makes IoV ecosystem very dynamic. Internet
of Vehicles involve different kinds of objects (as shown in Figure 3)
based on their mobility, functionalities or processing capabilities.
Some smart objects are static in nature; for example, beacons out-
side a restaurant, or sensor on a smart traffic light whereas moving
objects include connected cars, pedestrian with mobile phones, etc.
Further, some of these are individual objects with single sensor
performing only one function whereas some are clustered objects
having multiple sensors associated with them. A connected car
has several ECUs and sensors on it, and hence is referred as a clus-
tered object whereas a single ECU in a car generally performs one
function and is an individual object. Such characterization is neces-
sary as it drives our access control framework and models. Several
applications of connected cars and vehicular IoT are envisioned

for smart city intelligent transportation initiative, including the
following.

• Safety and Assistance: With machine to machine (M2M) com-
munication among vehicles and infrastructure, these applications
provide real-time information about other vehicles and traffic
to control speed, in-lane position control or road work warn-
ing from signboards. Further, in inclement weather, in non-ideal
driving conditions, or blind spots, even pedestrian with mobile
phones can exchange safety messages with incoming vehicle
such as while crossing roads.

• Diagnostic and Maintenance: Remote diagnostic and predic-
tive maintenance of vehicles through manufacturer or authorized
mechanic will save time and money. Vehicle sensor data can be
send to cloud for processing to predict vehicle mechanical issues.
Over the air (OTA) updates can also be issued bymanufacturer for
fixing car firmware which will obviate the need to go to mechanic.
Fleet management applications provide real-time telematics, dri-
ver fatigue detection and package tracking.

• Information and Entertainment: Driving based insurance
models have been introduced which will assess the driver be-
haviour to determine insurance premiums. Real-time parking
information can be shared between parking garages and vehicles.
Restaurant and gas stations can send offers to nearby vehicle’s
dashboard. Car-pooling, connected driving [47], web-browsing,
music etc. are some additional IoV applications.

We believe cloud platforms like Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure
etc. will play an important role to fully harness the potential and
applications of IoV. Further, the use of edge or fog computing [19]
is imperative to resolve the issues of high latency, low bandwidth
and communication delays pertinent to using central cloud, which
are very critical in time and location sensitive IoV applications
[3]. Figure 4 shows various single and multi cloud scenarios viable
in IoV. Single cloud architectures may involve only one central
cloud which manages user applications, virtual objects and data
generated from smart entities in a wide geographic area, such as a
city. This architecture is not feasible because of latency and other
issues mentioned above. Fog or edge computing is essential, and
we believe IoV can either use vehicular cloud (i.e the resources
offered by smart vehicles and infrastructure on road) or a fixed
infrastructure setup along the road where compute and storage
clusters are dedicated for small areas. It is also possible to use fog
structure for each connected vehicle, and sensors in the vehicle
have virtual objects in the fog which can be used to enable intra-
vehicle communication. Vehicular cloud (VC) can be stationary
where the vehicles are standing in a mall parking lot and offering
their resources for an incentive (like a free parking) or moving
VC where vehicles while moving may form cloud using broker
[33, 34, 45, 56, 71] and can leave or join the cloud if in specified
geographic range. Further, these moving VCs can be supported
by fixed infrastructure (example, a traffic light on the roadside
acting as a broker) or moving vehicles in autonomous manner can
form a VC. In multi-cloud IoV architectures, we envision to have
either multiple clouds, cloud-fog or multiple fogs setup. However,
we believe single central cloud and multiple fog architectures are
a good fit to cover most connected car and IoV applications, as
discussed later in our extended ACO architecture.
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Figure 5: Extended ACO Architecture for Connected Cars and Vehicular IoT

3.2 Extended ACO Architecture
Connected Cars and Vehicular IoT ecosystem has several heteroge-
nous devices (individual or clustered) and in-built car applications
which cooperate to provide services to the end users. Some de-
vices are independent (camera on street, beacons on restaurant)
whereas some belong to a larger clustered object (ECU or sensor
in a connected car). Hence, we propose to incorporate this distinc-
tion into previously defined access control oriented architecture
(ACO) [10] to address IoV ecosystem access control requirements.
An important reason to incorporate clustered objects is to reflect
cross-vehicle and intra-vehicle communication. The fact that two
connected cars can exchange basic safety messages (BSM) with
each other reflects clustered object communication. Such concept is
not defined in ACO architecture which is proposed for generic IoT
systems. Besides objects, these clustered objects may have applica-
tions running in them; for example, a car may have a navigation
application installed in it, or a safety warning application, which
may interact with sensors on a smart sign-board to warn the driver
via car dashboard or seat vibration or buzzer. It should be noted
that these sensors or applications may access sensors in car they
belong to or possibly sensors on other cars also.

Figure 5 shows our proposed extended ACO (E-ACO) architec-
ture along with the corresponding vehicular IoT components at
different E-ACO layers in Figure 5 (b). E-ACO architecture has four
layers similar to ACO: Object layer, Virtual Object layer, Cloud ser-
vices and Application layer, where the communication can happen
within a layer (shown as self loop in Figure 5 (a)) and the adjacent
layers above and below. We will now discuss layers in more detail:

Object Layer: The object layer introduces clustered objects
which have multiple individual sensors or smart objects. The clus-
tered objects may also have several built-in applications (like tire-
pressure monitoring) installed within them. These applications can
communicate with ECUs and sensors in same car (or neighbouring
car) to get data and update information to the drivers. Some of these
applications accumulate data and send it to the cloud infrastructure
for further analysis; for example diagnostic applications installed
by the manufacturer which will collect data from critical engine
sensors and send to the cloud for processing and offering customers
with OTA maintenance services. The in-vehicle communication for
applications, ECUs and sensors is supported by different network-
ing technologies including Controller Area Network (CAN), Local
Interconnect Network (LIN), Ethernet, Media Oriented Systems
Transport (MOST) etc. Communication can occur between objects
(and clustered objects) in the object layer and also with the layers
above (virtual object) and below it (user). Communication across
objects (within the object layer) among different vehicles or clus-
tered objects is feasible via technologies like dedicated short-range
communications (DSRC), Bluetooth, WiFi, and LTE. An example
interaction in object layer is BMW connect application in phone
which reads address from phone and send to the car navigation
system, or V2V BSM exchange using DSRC.

It should be noted that instead of introducing clustered objects as
a separate layer in E-ACO, we have added them to the same object
layer of ACO architecture, which reflects the binding between
objects, applications and the clustered object to which they belong.
We believe the relationship between objects and clustered objects
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is important, for example, a lane departure sensor in car will have
some attributes (like vehicle id) it inherits from the car and such
binding is shown by putting them in same layer. These clustered
objects and cars also have applications associated with them which
offer services to drivers inside. For example, a rear vision system is
an application in cars to get rear-view, which gets data from rear-
camera (an object) to provide dashboard view to the driver. Other
applications include tire-pressure monitoring system which talks
to sensor installed in tire, cabin monitoring system, info-tainment
systems etc. are in-built in connected cars and can communicate
with sensors or other applications in system. These applications
in object layer of E-ACO is add-on to the object layer in ACO
architecture and reflects its importance in IoV ecosystem which is
very dependent on in-built applications supported by smart cars.

Virtual Object Layer: Communication of sensors, vehicles and
other smart entities may also involve virtual objects or cyber enti-
ties to eliminate connectivity, heterogeneity and locality issues. The
most important smart entity in IoV, a smart car, is usually in motion
and passing through areas with low or no internet connectivity all
times. In such scenario, it is imperative to create a cyber entity of
smart car (and its sensors) in the cloud so that the last state and
desired state information of car (and sensors) can be sent to the
virtual entity when car is not connected. Once the physical object
gets back internet connectivity, the virtual entity will push infor-
mation/state to its physical counter part. For example, if a problem
is diagnosed in powertrain control ECU of a car and a command
needs to be sent by mechanic to ECU to control air-fuel ratio. In
case a car has internet connectivity, message can be sent directly to
ECU, but if no connectivity message should be sent to virtual entity
of the ECU which will push message to physical ECU when car gets
connectivity and syncs virtual and physical entity. We envision the
virtual object layer in E-ACO architecture will have one or many
cyber entity (virtual object or device shadow) for both clustered and
individual objects. Physical objects can communicate with their
cyber counterpart using HTTP, MQTT, AMQP or CoAP protocols.
When sensors s1 and s2 across different vehicles or clustered objects
communicate with each other, the sequence of communication via
virtual object layer should follow starting s1 to vs1 (virtual entity of
s1), vs1 to vs2 and vs2 to physical sensor s2. Similar communication
can be envisioned for in-built car applications which can indirectly
exchange information from physical sensors through their cyber
counterparts created in cloud, vehicular cloud or fog architecture.
It is possible to create a fog cloudlet for each vehicle where cyber
entities will reside and support the indirect communication within
physical sensors and ECUs inside car. Our E-ACO architecture does
not support cyber-entity for in-car applications supported by IoV
and will not create virtual objects for such applications 1.

Cloud Services and Application Layer: Since most user IoV
applications are cloud supported (i.e. use cloud infrastructure and
services), we explain them together to provide a better understand-
ing of these two mutually dependent E-ACO layers. Cloud layer
provides storage and processing whereas application layer provides
application interface to users to control and interact with object
layer components as discussed in ACO architecture [10]. Over the

1Note that Amazon AWS IoT does allow applications to have a thing shadow [14] but
comprehensive IoV use-cases to support the functionality are still missing in literature.

air (OTA) updates for firmware and other software components in
the cars are through the cloud service layer where only authorized
users are allowed to issue OTA. User and applications can access
the data pushed into the cloud by smart infrastructures for offering
value added services to customers. Our proposed architecture as-
sumes to have both central cloud and fog (instantiated by vehicular
cloud) component in IoV ecosystem but are collectively represented
as cloud services. An important use for cloud layer in IoV and
connected cars involves defining security policies for authorized
vehicular communication, which we understand is missing in litera-
ture. Further, we assume that virtual entities of various objects can
be created in both central cloud and fog depending on the use-cases
and the scope of applications which are accessing the objects. For
example, an accidental safety application will have limited geo-
graphic scope and hence will access virtual objects created in fog
(to overcome latency issues); whereas, a health-monitoring applica-
tion may access body sensors via virtual objects created in central
cloud. Cloud services and applications can access information and
data from virtual objects using MQTT or other relevant protocols.
It should be noted that most IoV architectures and use-cases we
studied [24, 34, 47] don’t have virtual object layer and include only
object, cloud services and application layer. Communication be-
tween cars, sensors and applications in object layer do not involve
virtual objects and is done using lower layer protocols like DSRC,
WAVE, Bluetooth or WiFi. Sensors can directly send data to cloud
storage for processing without involving virtual objects, which is
then used by applications. However, connectivity issues in moving
cars and communication heterogeneity among entities supports
the need for virtual layer, as discussed earlier in this section.

Figure 5 (b) shows an instance of IoV with physical objects (car,
traffic light) along with cyber counterparts in virtual objects layer,
and other E-ACO layers. It can be seen that physical objects com-
municate with virtual objects, and applications are accessing data
through cloudwhich is pushed by virtual entity of an object. Storage
and processing icons at object layer symbolizes road-side infrastruc-
tures which can help to store data from vehicles and filter before
pushing data to cloud. Virtual objects are created at both fog and
central cloud to satisfy different application needs.

4 AUTHORIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR
INTERNET OF VEHICLES

The dynamic and distributed nature of vehicular IoT brings in chal-
lenges to secure the ecosystem. Broad attack surface and numerous
external interfaces along with the intrinsic characteristics of IoV
makes it hard to ensure security and privacy of the components and
data inside. Access controls are important to restrict unauthorized
access to data, sensors, applications, infrastructure and other re-
sources in connected cars and IoV. Applications like MobEyes [51]
and CarSpeak [49] allow vehicles (or sensors) to access not only its
own sensors but also neighbouring vehicle sensors to get data and
information. The exchange of BSM messages among vehicles and
smart entities, and their use must be trusted and checked. Further,
in-vehicle communication along buses between ECUs and appli-
cations should be secured. Such exchange must be authorized to
ensure confidentiality and integrity of vehicle’s and user’s personal
data, and to prevent remote (or physical) control of connected smart
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Figure 6: Different Interactions in IoV Ecosystem

entities. In this section, we define an access control framework that
reflects authorization needs at various layers of extended ACO ar-
chitecture discussed earlier. We also discuss some access control
models and authorization approaches relevant for IoV ecosystem.

4.1 Authorization Framework
Several interaction scenarios exist in Internet of Vehicles which
makes it hard to comprehend different access control decision and
enforcement points, together with other security requirements.
Based on the extended ACO architecture, we have put together
various vehicular IoT communications into three categories: Object
Level, Virtual Object Level and Cloud Services Level as shown in
Figure 6. Since most user applications are cloud based which use
services and resources in cloud, we have bundled the interaction
of IoV entities with cloud and applications together. As discussed
in the E-ACO architecture, each layer components interact with
themselves (components in same layer) and the components in
layers immediately above and below it. Two types of interactions
exist in E-ACO, direct and indirect, marked with solid and dashed
boxes shown in figure. Communication between adjacent and same
layer is direct communication whereas indirect includes interaction
beyond adjacent layers i.e. two or more layers above or down in
E-ACO. For example, interaction between clustered object and ob-
jects inside the clustered object is direct, as they belong to the same
object layer whereas interaction between an application in applica-
tion layer and object will be indirect as applications will interact
with object via its virtual entity created in cloud. It is possible to
have interactions overlapping in two categories, e.g., cloud service
(CSR) and virtual object (VOB) interaction is part of both cloud ser-
vices and virtual object category. Following are the authorization
framework categories and some IoV communication scenarios:
• Object Level: This category covers object layer interaction
within itself and with adjacent layers (virtual objects and users)

in E-ACO architecture. Some interaction types (shown in Figure
6) include between clustered objects (CO-CO), between clustered
object and object (CO-OB) for example smartphone and car USB
port, between user and sensors (U-OB), between sensor and any
application running inside car (OB-OAP), and between ECUs (OB-
OB). Access control models to authorize each of these interactions
and resulting data exchange are required. BSM exchanges be-
tween connected cars using DSRC is an example communication
that needs entity authorization to ensure integrity of message,
which must be addressed by appropriate access control methods.

• Virtual Object Level: This includes communication of virtual
entities with real objects, with cloud services or with user applica-
tions. Some examples include, between virtual objects (VCO-VCO,
VOB-VOB), between application and virtual objects (AP-VOB),
cloud services and virtual objects (CSR-VOC, CSR-VOB) etc. Most
of these communications are through publish-subscribe protocols
like MQTT, DDS or through HTTP, CoAP. Recently, Alsehri and
Sandhu [11] presented access control models for VOB-VOB inter-
action in topic based communication using CapBAC (Capability
based access control), ACLs and ABAC.

• Cloud Services Level: Cloud provides necessary storage, pro-
cessing and services to unleash true IoT potential. Further, most
applications are also cloud based with their software and hard-
ware components supported in cloud. Therefore, this category
includes both application and cloud interactions with IoV enti-
ties and virtual objects. The layer also considers multi-cloud or
fog-cloud interactions which are important in distributed IoV.
Some interactions in this category (shown in Figure 6) include: be-
tween user application and cloud services (AP-CSR), multi-cloud
or fog interaction (CL-CL, FG-CL), indirect interaction between
application and objects (AP-OB), cloud services (CSR-CSR) etc.

In-vehicle network allows interaction among sensors and applica-
tions inside the car, which also needs protection. Such communica-
tion can fit into above categories depending if entities involved are
physical, virtual or applications. CAN bus and other intra-vehicle
communication can be protected by assigning ACLs and capabilities
to ECUs to prevent spoofing and other attacks. TCUs or Gateways
have been used to separate critical ECUs from non-important sub-
networks and also act as a common external interface to connected
car. Access control models should be developed for various interac-
tions in each category to control communication and data exchange.
Note that our authorization framework does not include physical
tampering and OBD port connectivity which is excluded from dis-
cussion. In next subsection, we will discuss some access control
approaches relevant to fit in the IoV authorization framework.

4.2 Access Control Approaches
Researchers have investigated authorization requirements in IoT
systems and proposed several access control models and implemen-
tations [23, 42, 43, 48, 57, 61, 72]. Recently, an access control model
for virtual objects was proposed [11] using ACLs, CapABAC and
ABAC. AWS access control model for IoT is discussed [17] which
uses policies to control physical, virtual, cloud services and other
communications in a publish subscribe exchange protocol.

We believe that IoV environment requires access control policy
decision and enforcement at two levels: external communication
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Figure 7: Connected Cars and Internet of Vehicles Ecosystem

and in-vehicle internal communication. Access control for external
interface will secure authorized access to vehicle’s data, sensors,
ECUs and applications from external entities (like vehicle, traffic
light, smartphones or user applications etc.) whereas internal mech-
anisms will secure ECUs and in-car applications communication
and data exchange in a connected car supported by CAN bus, Blue-
tooth, WiFi etc. Securing external interface may not be enough to
stop hackers, as they could impersonate a trusted device and bypass
external access control. Also, in case if some ECUs with external
interface are compromised, second level access control will protect
critical systems in connected car. Vehicles discover new vehicles
and infrastructure and start exchanging BSMs with them. Vehicular
IoT mainly has two data exchange scenarios: static and dynamic,
where static considers interaction due to long lasting relation for
example, vehicle and owner or car manufacturer. Dynamic com-
munication is temporary and occurs when entities are at certain
place, or in geographic range with no prior relation between them.
Also, static relation may share more private information which
might not be the case in dynamic relation. These relations can help
understand and develop access controls in IoV. Another approach
may require multi-layered access control where the type of action
required on an object determines the authority who can take ac-
cess decision. For example, controlling an autonomous vehicle may
require permissions from both owner and transportation authority,
whereas reading data from vehicle may only need owner’s consent.

We believe that clustered objects are important in access control
decisions and can help to make preliminary decision. In case of
vehicles, it is not only the vehicles which share BSMs, but also the
sensors or applications in them which communicate. Therefore,
first level check will ensure if two vehicles (as clustered objects)
are allowed to talk, without considering their in-built sensors. If au-
thorized at first level, next level access control will include sensors,

applications and ECUs of the vehicles to make the final decision.
Concept of trust can be introduced where only trusted entities can
communicate. Trust can be established based on interaction, or
relationships among two entities. For example, entities who have
exchanged data earlier are more trusted; home and vehicle belong-
ing to same owner are more trusted and can communicate. PKI
based trust establishment in Security Credential and Management
System (SCMS) [68] supported by USDOT is an important system
to ensure BSM confidentiality and integrity in V2V communication.
Further, attribute based [46] solutions can be added where IoV en-
tities can inherit set of attributes from their geographic location,
or from manufacturer. In such cases, attribute based policies can
be used to determine sensors communication after trust is checked
between their vehicles. Attributes which can be used in access de-
cisions include geographic position, current speed, acceleration,
deceleration, road surface temperature or other vehicle telemetry.
Two level policy may be required: one at cloud level (to control V2V,
V2I like communication) and another at fog or vehicular cloud level
(to control intra-vehicle ECU’s, applications or sensors interaction).
Both single and multi-cloud scenarios can exist in which vehicles
in same or across clouds can interact, which will also require access
controls. Administrative models [11, 41] are also needed to support
administration of IoV operational access control models.

5 USE CASES
In this section, we will discuss some use-cases in relevance to our
authorization framework, incorporating the extended ACO archi-
tecture (shown in Figure 5), various IoV communication exchange
scenarios (shown in Figure 6), using cloud and fog architectures,
and entities of vehicular IoT ecosystem as shown in Figure 7. We
have classified our use-cases into single cloud and multi cloud sys-
tems to reflect local or global scope of entity communications and
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user IoV applications, however, all applications in single cloud can
be extended to multi-cloud and vice versa. Our prime objective is
to describe how interactions and data exchange takes place in dis-
tributed and dynamic vehicular IoT ecosystem and various access
control decision, enforcement points requirements.

Most applications in vehicular IoT are time and location sensitive,
which require real time processing of information gathered from
smart vehicles, sensors, ECUs and other smart objects present in
a limited geographic area. To resolve issues related to latency and
bandwidth pertinent to using central cloud, we believe vehicular
cloud (VC) will play an important role, where the storage and
computation present in smart vehicles or road side infrastructures
(smart traffic lights, sign boards etc.) can be used to support IoV
applications. Hence, our single cloud applications are supported
by fog or cloudlet instance in the form of a VC where physical
objects will have their cyber counterpart (virtual objects). It is
also possible to have a fog instance for each connected car and
any communication within the car is supported through it. Other
scenarios may need to have multiple virtual objects for a single
physical object where some objects are in VC and some in central
internet cloud, required for more persistent state or for non-time
sensitive applications or where the interacting IoV entities are not
present in the range of same vehicular cloud. Such use-cases are
discussed in multi cloud or fog-cloud architecture scenarios.

5.1 Single Cloud System
Single cloud applications include entities in limited geographic area
communicating and exchanging information. A pedestrian crossing
a road sends an alert message to an approaching car, or remote
parking capability in BMW 7 series assists driver to park car using
touch screen key are some examples of short-range communication.
It is also possible to have a nearby restaurant or a gas station send-
ing offers to connected vehicles on their dashboard, or in case of
cruise mode cars, speed sign board automatically reduces the speed
of car when a message is exchanged between them. Each IoV entity
(clustered object, sensors, ECU’s) in physical layer will have a cyber
entity (one-to-one) created in virtual object layer, which is part of
vehicular cloud or cloudlet or fog. MQTT and other IoT topic or
content based publish subscribe model where publishers (sensors,
applications) can publish to certain topics which are subscribed by
other sensors or applications, and message broker passes relevant
messages to desired subscribers whenever a publisher publishes
on these topics. Besides cross entity interactions, in-vehicle com-
munication also occurs, where sensors, ECUs and applications in a
connected car exchange messages or interact with a smart device of
a passenger sitting inside the car. In-vehicle communication is sup-
ported by fog architecture for each car where virtual entities can be
created for each ECU, sensor or device. Further, in case of CAN bus
communication critical ECUs are separated using gateway which
also provides external interface to connected car. This ensures au-
thentication and authorization to over-the-air (OTA) updates and
enforces access control policies for in-vehicle communication.

Access control points are needed at physical, virtual object and
cloud services layer, where the interaction and data exchange be-
tween legitimate and authorized entities is only allowed. At object
layer V2V, V2I and other V2X communications using DSRC, WiFi

etc. between clustered objects need access controls to ensure BSM
confidentiality and prevent malicious activity. Direct access of user
using a remote key to unlock a car or through a smart-phone ap-
plication also needs authorization. It is also possible to store credit
card information on vehicle storage or with a cyber entity of the
vehicle, which can ease payment process on a toll road, or in a park-
ing garage. In such cases, only authorized applications can access
credit card information, which if leaked to nefarious actors can
have huge financial implications. Within object layer, access con-
trols are also needed to ensure authorized communication among
sensors or applications and clustered devices, for example in case
smart-phone accessing info-tainment systems or plug-in device
into car needs security. Access controls are needed when physical
objects communicate to their virtual entities in the cloud. For ex-
ample, an airbag ECU or sensor in the car should only be able to
contact its corresponding virtual entity to update its state or push
messages via topics. Our concept of IoV ecosystem incorporates
virtual objects (for every physical object) which will be important
for message and information exchange among heterogenous ob-
jects. Virtual entity will be also created for smart devices inside
the car that can issue commands to connected vehicle. Therefore,
access control is required at virtual object layer also which will con-
trol interaction between cyber entities. In-built applications in cars
also access on-board sensors for example, tire-pressure monitoring,
lane-departure warning system etc., which must be authorized to
legitimate applications only. Communication between ECUs also
needs authorization using gateway or TCUs. Attribute based ac-
cess controls can provide fine grained policies and use contextual
information to secure data exchange and communication for both
physical and virtual object layer. Hence, to secure critical ECUs first
level access control restricts external interface and then in-vehicle
access control provides second level check.

Connected cars generate lot of data and are referred as ‘data-
centers on wheels’. Applications use this data to provide real time
information regarding traffic, road safety, weather, or road mainte-
nance. Applications can also diagnose issues of vehicles and offer
predictive and precautionary advices to the drivers on road. Such
actions through mechanics or users via cloud must be authorized.
Further, access controls are required for applications and virtual
objects communication, in case any application wants to send a
command to a sensor in car. Data generated can be sent to cloud
servers for storage and processing. As most of these applications
are relevant to geography they can harness the vehicular cloud
and use its storage and processing capabilities. Data security is
important in the cloud. Proper access controls are required to allow
only relevant entities to access and process the data in multi-tenant
data lake. Applications and cloud services must be authorized to
ensure privacy of user data. The most common platform to analyze
big data is Hadoop where several access control models have been
proposed including [37–40]. This data can be used by applications
inside vehicles or user applications at E-ACO application layer.

5.2 Multiple Cloud System
Some IoV applications and use-cases require multiple cloud in-
stances to offer services in vast geographic area or non-time sensi-
tive conditions. For example, assume a vehicle manufacturer has
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a private cloud where it gathers all data generated from its vehi-
cles, performs analysis for potential problems and offers over the
air (OTA) solutions like firmware or software updates. This data
can sometimes also reflect problems in the vehicle which needs
immediate attention and hence to be sent to a mechanic nearby.
Now, the mechanic has its own private cloud and cannot access the
vehicle’s data which is stored in original equipment manufacturer
(OEMs) cloud. In such a scenario, trust has to be established among
two clouds so that vehicle’s data can be shared between mechanic’s
cloud and manufacturer’s cloud, with the approval of vehicle owner.
If a mechanic needs to send messages to sensors in vehicle, cross
cloud communication must take place between vehicular cloud
(where virtual object of sensor in the car is created) and application
in mechanic cloud, which also needs access controls and trust.

Applications like CarSpeak [49] gather data from different sen-
sors not only in the same car but across different cars which may or
may not be in the same vehicular cloud. In such cases, the applica-
tion will access the virtual entity across different vehicular clouds
also, which may require trust across different cloud infrastructures.
It is also possible to have two vehicular clouds or a vehicular cloud
and central cloud exchanging information. For example, suppose
a vehicle is approaching the driver’s home, and it needs to send
a message to the thermostat to turn on the air conditioner. It is
possible that the home is in a different cloud, and hence will have
its cyber entity in other cloud. In such a scenario cross cloud com-
munication will take place where the application from vehicle will
communicate with the virtual object corresponding to the ther-
mostat in the home in other cloud. Since, in this case the home
and vehicle belongs to the same owner, we can create a level of
trust between them across clouds and use it to make faster access
decision without using policy based controls. In another example,
suppose department of motor vehicle (DMV) or local police issues
a notice about a stolen car or some nefarious elements in city, a
vehicle dashboard will start displaying alert messages. These ap-
plications will be running in DMV cloud or cloud owned by police
department, which will send messages to the cars running in the
city, which also requires multi cloud access scenarios. In such cases,
DMV can also have dedicated infrastructure installed around the
city or highway which will receive messages over cloud and will
then pass to nearby vehicles or relevant sensors (through cyber
objects or WiFi communication) within a geographic area.

Hence, access controls across single and multiple cloud archi-
tectures are needed to ensure secure interaction among physical,
virtual objects and applications in Internet of Vehicles ecosystem.

6 PROPOSED SECURITY FOCUSED
RESEARCH AGENDA

The main objective of authorization framework and extended ACO
architecture for IoV is to understand security requirements and
present some security focused research directions. In this section,
we will highlight some research problems as discussed below:

• External Interaction: The exposure of smart entities to exter-
nal actors and internet opens doors for remote attacks and data
theft. Connected Cars and personal devices have private data
which need user-centric privacy policies where user can accept or
reject the disclosure. Further, the need to control data in critical

ECUs and issuing command to actuate an action must be secured
by authorized entity. Trusted entities should be allowed to share
more as compared to someone randomly on the road sending
messages. An important question here is: How to establish trust
between objects? V2X BSM messages must be encrypted and
entities must be properly authenticated before performing oper-
ation. The dynamic and short-lived interaction in IoV makes it
hard to prevent or detect attacks from compromised entities.

• In-Vehicle Interaction: The broadcast CAN communication
bus and other protocols inside car are used to support ECUs
and application communication using gateway. This gateway
provides firewall functionality and isolates critical sensors from
other applications installed in the vehicle and also provides a
secure external interface. Authentication is required to prevent
spoofing of ECU along with isolation of critical sensors. Data
inside ECUs should be protected and over-the-air firmware up-
dates must be secured. US GAO [30] have stated how short range
communication to vehicle’s Bluetooth unit can allow attackers
to gain access to vehicle, also needs security. Physical tampering
and direct OBD port access to ECU must be restricted.

• Cross-Cloud Interaction and Sharing: The cloud assisted vi-
sion of vehicular IoT supports multiple cloud or fog infrastruc-
tures. To ensure secure cross cloud or fog interactions, trust must
be established between two providers which can determine the
level of sharing and data exchange. IoT specific cross cloud access
controls and relevant security models are still at infancy stage
and need more focused attention.

• Data in Cloud: User and vehicle data gathered in cloud must be
secured from malicious users and be shared, processed based on
user and cloud provider defined privacy policies. Further cloud
applications and virtual entities must be securely communicating.
Also the issues related to moving vehicular cloud (VC) and its
security needs require further research. The problems like virtual
machine transfer when a participating vehicle leaves VC or VC
formation are still not discussed broadly in literature.

7 SUMMARY
This paper provides an authorization framework for cloud assisted
connected cars and vehicular IoT. It provides security requirements
and discusses several access control decision and enforcements
points necessary in the dynamic ecosystem of IoV. The paper first
outlines some background study for relevant concepts including
connected cars, virtual objects, vehicular cloud and ACO architec-
ture. We proposed an extended ACO (E-ACO) architecture which
introduces the novel concept of clustered objects (cars, infrastruc-
ture, home), which have several individual smart objects, sensors
and applications. We envision IoV to have both fog and cloud in-
stances where fog can be static or dynamically built using vehicle
infrastructure or fixed roadside units. Different communication and
data exchange scenarios have been discussed followed by access
control approaches in E-ACO layers. Real-world use-cases with
single and multi-cloud scenarios and access control requirements
reflect the need and use of authorization framework for vehicular
IoT. We envision to develop access control models for different com-
munication and data exchange needs in cloud assisted connected
cars and IoV based on the proposed research agenda.
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